Abstract-We consider the problem in which a supervisor or remote pilot provides a real-time linear velocity reference to a multirotor aerial robot, either through a traditional remote control handset, a modern haptic interface, or semi-autonomous guidance control system. In all such cases, the goal is to servo-control the vehicle's velocity to the set point as quickly and as efficiently as possible. The challenge is to achieve this robustly in the presence of unknown wind disturbances and in situations in which the vehicle moves into global position system (GPS) denied environments (indoors, urban canyons, forests) where estimation of the vehicle's velocity is challenging. These situations include unclutterred environments, poor visibility environments caused by poor lighting, and poorly textured visual environments where laser-and visionbased sensors become unreliable. The approach taken is to develop a coupled nonlinear complementary velocity aided attitude filter that provides estimates of both the inertial and body-fixed frame linear velocities, as well as the attitude of a multirotor aerial vehicle, that functions effectively even when only the inertial measurement unit and barometric sensor measurements are available. When full inertial velocity measurements are available (from GPS, Vicon, or a vision system), the filter additionally estimates the external wind speed. In this paper, we formally present the proposed filter along with experimental results and a comparison of the filter to recent results in the literature and in situations in which inertial reference frame velocities are available intermittently. The proposed filter is computationally simple to implement, easy to calibrate and tune, and provides an excellent base level functionality for modern multirotor aerial robotic systems that will be required to function robustly in a variety of environments.
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/ TRO.2018.2864788 vehicle dynamic control [1] . Due to their light weight, simple dynamics, cost, and availability, they have become the standard platform for both aerial robotics research and the hobby drone communities. Multirotor robots have numerous potential military and civilian applications including construction of structures [2] , search and rescue [3] , surveillance of earthquake buildings [4] , and many more. Some of these environments are indoor or occluded from global position systems (GPS) and require a secondary sensor modality to estimate linear velocity. Vision systems are a natural solution to this challenge and are presently a hot topic in the robotics and computer vision community. Vision-based approaches have led to visual inertial navigation system (VINS) based state estimation gaining increasing popularity in the community [5] - [7] . These approaches generally use an unscented Kalman filter [5] , extended Kalman filter (EKF), Gaussian particle filter [8] , or a sliding window observer [9] based on a combination of lasers, lidars, RGB and RGB-D cameras, and stereovision. An example of these algorithms that has been used for indoor teleoperation is direct visual odometry [10] using an RGB-D sensor. Table I provides a summary of some of the current vision-, laser-, and LiDAR-based techniques being used for localization in GPS denied environments. These techniques, however, are computationally challenging and aerial robots with these sensing modalities often carry secondary CPU boards such as Intel Atom board [11] , Odroid XU4 or a dedicated Intel Core i7 ground station [6] . Even the most computationally tractable vision-based algorithm, optical flow, which estimates the ego-motion of the vehicle as scaled linear and angular velocities, requires significant computational resources [12] - [15] . It is expected then that most aerial robotic systems will not carry multiple vision systems, and should their single vision system fail or be obscured by fog, rain, dust or low visibility due to low light or poor texture, or should the environment they are observing be highly dynamic, invalidating the static environment assumption that is fundamental in most VINS, then the functionality of the system would be significantly compromised. This is particularly important in the case of supervisory control activities in which a human is integral in task and such situations may well be encountered. For supervisory control, linear velocity reference, derived from user inputs, is provided in real time to the vehicle [16] - [18] . Although some supervisory systems are based on trajectories [19] and position mapping [20] , in all cases, a good onboard estimate of the vehicle velocity is critical to implementation of a robust and reliable supervisory control. Thus, it is critical that an aerial robot has robust estimates of its linear velocity available at all I  INERTIAL REFERENCE FRAME ESTIMATION ALGORITHMS FOR GPS DENIED ENVIRONMENTS ALONG WITH THEIR LIMITATIONS Though these sensors usually measure in the camera frame, they actually do so with zero wind, hence, can be considered inertial frame sensors.
times, including when GPS is unavailable or vision systems fail.
Direct airspeed measurements using pitot tubes [24] , [25] has been considered for quadrotor vehicles. This method suffers from accuracy and slow dynamic response of pitot tube technology; typically around 100 ms rise time. Arain and Kendoul [25] noted that pitot tube velocity measurements for quadrotors are unreliable for velocities under 1 m/s and they observed errors of up to 2 m/s for ground truth forward velocity of 6 m/s. Yeo et al. [24] used four pitot tubes mounted underneath each rotor to measure the axial velocities through the rotors. They also noted slow rise time and obtained errors of up to 0.4 m/s for air speed of 1.5 m/s. Tomić et al. [26] used aerodynamic power [27] to estimate induced flow through the rotor, however, there is insufficient information with this approach to discriminate between motions in e 1 , e 2 , and e 3 directions [28] . Davis and Pounds [29] used a force torque sensor to estimate total velocities of up to 1 m/s with an accuracy of about 0.1 m/s. A more promising approach is based on exploiting the linear induced drag effects of rotor motion [30] to estimate translational linear velocities. This drag model along with a barometer was used in an EKF to estimate all three linear velocities [31] . Furthermore, Sikkel et al. [32] used this model along with GPS to develop a nonlinear EKF for predicting wind speed.
State-estimators for quadrotors can be grouped into attitude, velocity, and position and the more recent combined estimation for attitude and linear velocity, velocity aided attitude observers. The most common of these is the attitude observer, which includes the left-invariant EKF [33] , [34] , and nonlinear complementary filters [35] . The major disadvantage of attitude only estimation is the requirement for a second velocity and/or position filter. Velocity aided attitude estimation combines these two state estimation problems into a single observation problem. The vehicle's linear velocity measurements can be posed in either the inertial frame [36] - [38] or in the body fixed frame [39] - [41] . Bonnabel et al. [42] proposed an invariant EKF for velocity and attitude estimation in quaternions. Abeywardena et al. [43] and Leishman et al. [44] used an Euler angle based combined roll and pitch and translational velocities with an EKF formulation. Hua developed nonlinear observers based on Lyapunov analysis and approximation arguments [36] , [45] .
The authors' prior work [39] , [40] also considers the problem from a nonlinear observer design perspective in the body-fixed frame.
In this paper, we make the following contributions. 1) We propose a nonlinear state-estimation and control algorithm for supervisory control of aerial vehicles that uses all available sensor systems (GPS, vision, IMU, etc.) but is robust to loss of all sensors except the proprioceptive IMU and barometer sensor systems. 2) We provide experimental verification of the proposed closed-loop performance and comparison to state-of-theart algorithms. 3) We demonstrate the robustness of the closed-loop system to loss of exteroceptive sensor systems (GPS/Vision/etc.). This work builds on our previous work in state estimation and control of aerial vehicles [39] , [40] , [46] . A key innovation of the approach is to run a coupled pair of nonlinear velocity aided attitude filters, one that estimates the body-fixed frame velocity, and one that estimates the inertial velocity of the vehicle. The body-fixed frame filter uses the inertial measurement unit (IMU), magnetometer, and barometer along with a drag model to estimate attitude and linear velocity expressed in the body-fixed frame. This filter requires only proprioceptive sensor systems on board the vehicle and is robust to GPS drop-out, loss of visual texture or failure of vision systems due to loss of visual texture or presence of dust or other visual impediments. However, the filter depends on velocity estimates derived from a dynamic model of rotor drag and based on noisy accelerometer measurements, as well as the barometer sensor that is subject to variable bias. As a consequence, the body-fixed velocity aided attitude filter does not have the same performance as filters that use more precise sensors such as GPS or vision inertial navigation systems (INS). The inertial frame filter uses the IMU in the angular velocity estimation along with inertial reference velocity measurements derived from GPS, vision, or other exteroceptive sensors. This filter has a high performance, providing precise state-estimates, however, it fails should the exteroceptive sensor systems fail. The proposed coupled filter architecture synchronizes the two filter state estimates and ensures that the high-performance aspects of the inertial-frame velocity aided attitude filter are exploited when they are available, and that in the event that the exteroceptive sensor systems fail, the bodyframe velocity aided attitude filter will continue to function and keep the inertial frame filter synchronized so it is available to come online the moment the GPS or vision INS signal is available. An added advantage of the approach is that we obtain an estimate of the average wind conditions in which the vehicle is flying from the constant offset estimate between linear velocity estimates (transformed into the same frame of reference). A teleoperation scheme with a human operator is used to demonstrate the proposed supervisory control algorithm, although the approach is applicable to any real-time velocity reference signal. The proposed control ensures locally exponentially stable velocity tracking. Experimental results are presented to show performance of the scheme both with and without linear inertial reference frame velocity measurements. Results are also presented to demonstrate the computational efficiency of the algorithm, accuracy, and superiority to recent results obtained in the literature.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: the nonlinear quadrotor model and the means of obtaining the measurements and estimates of these measurements is described in Section II, the control of the vehicle using the estimated velocities and attitude is described in Section III, in Section IV, we present the hardware system, and, in Section V, we present experimental results and comparisons to the state-of-the art algorithms.
II. OBTAINING MEASUREMENTS AND STATE ESTIMATION
In this section, we present the nonlinear quadrotor model in freestream with no external forces written in both the bodyfixed and inertial reference frames. These models form the bases of the state estimation scheme presented later in the section (Section II-D). The model is also used in the development of the velocity controller in Section III-A. The different sensors that can be used to obtain the various measurements of the different variables are also described. The measurements are then used in our proposed coupled nonlinear complementary velocity aided attitude filter.
In the sequel, e 1 , e 2 , e 3 ∈ R 3 will be used to denote unit vectors in x, y, and z directions, respectively.
A. Quadrotor Modeling
To present the nonlinear model, we consider Fig. 1 , which has an inertial-fixed frame denoted by {A} and a body-fixed frame {B}. If the mass of the quadrotor is m, g, acceleration due to gravity and T is the total thrust or heave force, v ∈ R 3 is the linear velocity of the vehicle in {A} and R ∈ SO(3) is the rotation matrix from {B} to {A}, D ∈ R 3 is the drag force expressed in {B}, and Ω ∈ R 3 is the angular velocity of the vehicle in inertial frame, then the linear dynamics model in {A} is given by [1] where Ω × ∈ R 3×3 is the skew-symmetric matrix. It is such that
is the velocity of the vehicle in the body-fixed frame, then (1) expressed in {B} isV
In the sequel, if x is the true value of a quantity, then the following notationx,x, A x, B x are used to denote its measurement, estimated value expressed in reference frames A and B, respectively.
B. Body-Fixed Frame Measurement of Linear Velocity

BV
We take an approach based on exploiting the linear induced drag force generated by rotors to estimate the horizontal velocity displacement of the vehicle [30] , [36] , [39] , [40] , [43] - [46] .
If the drag coefficient for a given direction in the lateral plane isc > 0 and assuming no coupling drag terms between the lateral axes, then the drag force is given by [30] , [47] (see Fig. 6 )
If the accelerometer measurement isā, and it measures the external forces, i.e., the − 
wherec is now scaled by
. These equations are used to obtain the translational linear velocity measurements in {B} [46] .
To obtain the vertical measured velocity B V z , an approach proposed in [40] which uses the aerodynamic power developed in [27] could be used. Such an approach though very accurate requires measurement of electrical power and speed of all the rotors. In general, rotor speed measurement is absent on most generic open-source multirotor electronic speed controllers (ESC); though in recent years, there has been an increasing number of flight control boards that are equipped with voltage and current sensors for measuring electrical power. However, the majority of flight control boards are equipped with barometeric pressure sensors for measuring altitude. Using the altitude measurementsz of the strapdown barometeric pressure sensors, we propose a complementary filter to obtain the measured vehicle velocityv z in e 3 in the inertial-fixed frame.
Filter 0:ż
whereẑ(0) = 0, k 1 , k 2 , k 3 are positive scalar gains, β az ∈ R is an estimate of the accelerometer bias in e 3 , andẑ is the estimated altitude.
Using
BV y obtained from (3) and (4a), then using simple rotations based on the estimated attitudeR, the full body-fixed frame velocity measurements BV can be obtained. Note that we assume for Filter 0 that the estimated attitude is correctR = R, however, small errors in attitude will not generate significant errors in vertical velocity. It should be noted that the concept of using [48] in their proposed filter along with proof of stability of the filter.
C. Inertial Reference Frame Measurements of Linear Velocity
Av
Our definition of an inertial-fixed frame sensor is a sensor that provides measurement such that it is independent of the relative airflow around the vehicle. For this work, the inertialfixed frame linear velocity measurements are provided by either a uBlox GPS or a Vicon motion capture system. 1 However, there are many other sensors and algorithms that can be used to obtain inertial reference frame measurements. Some of these algorithms, their required sensors and characteristics are surveyed in Table I .
With measurements of linear velocity in both the body-fixed and inertial frames available, the challenge is to fuse these and provide estimates of attitude and velocity to be used by the controller proposed in Section III-A, which is agnostic to inertial velocity measurements. It should be noted that the IMU on multirotors can provide measurements of both linear acceleration a and angular velocityΩ. For this work, we assume that the quadrotor is equipped with a magnetometer, which measures the earth's magnetic fieldμ ∈ R 3 ∈ {A}. If R is the attitude of the vehicle, then the decoupled estimated magnetic field iŝ μ =R μ.
D. Quadrotor State Estimation
The architecture of the proposed coupled nonlinear complementary state estimation scheme is presented in Fig. 2 . In the filter formulation, please note
Before presenting the filter mathematically, we first define the antisymmetric projection operator in square matrix space as
If we also let β ∈ R 3 to denote the bias in a measurements, subscripts 1 and 2 denote internal variables used by Filter 1 in {B} and Filter 2 in {A}, respectively. If we assume that the trajectory of the quadrotor is smooth with Ω(t),Ω(t), v(t),v(t), V (t), andV (t) and bounded with no delays in the measurements, we propose the following coupled nonlinear velocity aided attitude filters in both the body-fixed and inertial-fixed frames. Starting with the body-fixed frame {B} (Filter 1) .
1 be positive scalar gains with measurements Ω =Ω, a =ā, V =V and μ =μ, then consider the following observer based on (2): 
and the coupling innovation terms Δ 
then for almost all initial conditions,V 1 (t) = V 1 (t) andR 1 (t) = R 1 (t). The stability analysis of this body-fixed frame filter (Filter 1) without any of the coupling and bias terms can be found in the authors' previous paper [40] .
For the inertial frame filter (Filter 2), the following is proposed. 
and Δ r 2 are given by
The coupling innovation terms Δ v c 2 and Δ rc 2 are given by
The outputs of the coupled filter are the attitude estimatesR, linear velocities BV , Av in the body-fixed and inertial frames of the vehicle, respectively, and wind velocityŵ ∈ R 3 expressed in {A} at the 200-Hz sampling frequency of the IMU. In addition, the filters also output the latent rotation scaling u for each filter. Given that the optimal value of u is unity, it is a measure of the performance of the filter in terms of minimizing the errors between measurements and estimates. Though , which use these readings, can lead to errors inR e 3 . In such situations, it is necessary to set k μ 1 = k μ 2 = 0. It should be noted that due to the decoupling of our filter formulation through (7c) and (10c), these effects do not affect e 1 , e 2 and thus the overall stability of the filter.
E. Absence of Inertial Reference Frame Linear Velocity Measurements
In the absence of inertial reference velocity measurementŝ v 2 , the wind estimateŵ is no longer observable. We propose to continue to implement (9e), however, we remove both the driving termv 2 (which is not available) as well as theR 1V1 term to giveẇ
This ensures that there is no step change in the wind estimateŵ and allows the estimate to decay to zero at the same rate at which the wind estimate is computed. If the wind estimate is explicitly used in perceptual control algorithms such as teleoperation, then this approach ensures that the pilot has the opportunity to compensate and adjust accordingly. The proposed approach can also be justified in the sense that the normal scenario in which GPS velocity information is lost corresponds to the case in which the vehicle enters an enclosed space and the constant wind disturbance drops to zero in the new space.
III. SUPERVISORY CONTROL
In this section, we use the estimated velocities from Section II to do supervisory control of the vehicle. We propose a velocity controller in the body-fixed frame that is locally exponentially stable. From Filter 1 and Filter 2, we showed that estimates of the body-fixed frame linear velocities are always available irrespective of whether inertial reference frame velocity measurements are available or not. With this, the vehicle can be controlled in a supervised manner in {B} which is the frame in which humans perceive motion. We also show that if there is a need for an inertial reference frame control of the vehicle, the input to the proposed controller should be computed based on the estimated velocity of the wind.
A. Vehicle Control System
The proposed (quadrotor) control system in the body-fixed frame {B} is shown in Fig. 3 . It has a hierarchical control structure with: high level velocity, middle level attitude, and low level thrust control.
We consider the quadrotor dynamics in {B} in freestream with no external forces acting on the vehicle given by (2) where V = B V and let the desired velocity set point in {B} be V d ∈ R 3 provided by the master haptic device. The resulting error
The following velocity controller, which ensures local exponential stability of the resulting velocity error dynamics, is proposed.
be positive definite gain matrices. Consider the following condition for the desired attitude R d and thrust
whereδ ∈ R 3 is bounded and is an estimate of the model error δ andδ 0 is some initial condition. The error dynamics of (12) are globally asymptotically and locally exponentially stable around the equilibriumṼ = 0 under the assumption that R ≈ R d and
The exponential stability proof of this theorem can be found in the authors' previous work [46] . The desired attitude R d and thrust T d are passed as set points to a computationally efficient quaternion tracking controller [49] acting as a middle level controller. As long as the gains of this controller are well tuned (using pole placement of the closed-loop dynamics), the tracking errors are small even for aggressive motion demands due to the low rotational inertia and high actuation levels on the quadrotor vehicle. In practice, the accelerationV d is not available and we setV d = 0 without observing any notable performance changes. The limits of the controller are defined by the 2 ms pulsewidth modulation (PWM) signal sent to each speed controller and the rise time of the rotors.
In addition, if an outside observer in the inertial frame wants to control the vehicle, then the control should be done in the inertial frame. However, the vehicle should still be controlled in {B}, with the user input A v d written in {B}, i.e., B V d using the following relationship:
This is then the input to the velocity controller Controller 1.
This is very important since the assumptions in the models in (1) and (2) can be broken (e.g., when the freestream assumption is broken) resulting in a wrong B V . However, choosing to control using an outside observer reference, the wrong estimate of w and B V results in the correct A v. Remark 2: Given that the proposed architecture is for any generic multirotor ESC, in order to minimize the controller dependence of Section III-A on δ e 3 error term, the following PWM to battery voltage scaling is used
where V O is some nominal battery voltage that is a function of the number of cells of the battery,V b is the instantaneous measured bus voltage, T d is the computed desired thrust, and T c is the actual commanded thrust as PWM signal sent to the speed controller.
IV. HARDWARE SETUP
In order to do the supervisory control, we choose to use force feedback teleoperation as it addresses situations in which high bandwidth feedback of velocity is required for dynamically controlling vehicles that dynamically react with the environment. Furthermore, teleoperation generally does not take into account feedforward information of a trajectory and is applicable to situations in which position measurements may not be available. This section describes the hardware setup for the experimental results presented in Section V. The setup comprises of the following components: master joystick device, ground station, communication link and multirotor robot. In addition, a radio controller is used for switching between manual and autonomous control as a safety precaution. The entire hardware setup is shown in Fig. 4 . 
A. Master Haptic Joystick for Supervisory Control
An admittance configured bilateral force/haptic feedback teleoperation scheme is employed in this paper as the master device. The master device is used to measure force inputs from the pilot and exert motion feedback. Our approach was tested with a custom built admittance joystick shown in Fig. 5(a) by Hou and Mahony [50] 2 and an off-the-shelf joystick as shown in Fig. 5(b) . This commercial off-the-shelf joystick ensures that we maintain generality and the results of this paper can be replicated. The NOVINT Falcon employs a delta robot mechanical structure that is capable of measuring the position of the joystick's end effector and exerting a scaled force. A high-gain proportional integral derivative position controller and force estimator are implemented to approximate the admittance configuration [51] , [52] . Given the limitations of the joystick hardware, the translational degrees of freedom of the joystick are mapped to the linear velocities of the slave vehicle and the side buttons are used to change the heading of the robot.
B. Ground Station
The master haptic device controller, Vicon data routing module, control mode module, and logging modules are implemented on the ground station using robot operating system. 3 A pair of 915-MHz 3DR radio transceivers is used for communication between the ground station and the robot at 40-Hz using MAVLINK protocol.
2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ntGvVv7eyw 3 http://www.ros.org/
C. Slave Robot
A custom built quadrotor shown in Fig. 1 is used as the slave robot. It uses the Pixhawk flight control board, which has an MPU6000 IMU that provides measurement of linear accelerationā and vehicle angular velocityΩ, a HMC5883 magnetometer for measuring the earth's magnetic fieldμ [53] , and a MEAS MS5611 barometer.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present the experimental results of the proposed scheme. The section starts by presenting the calibration results for the body-fixed frame velocity measurements. These results (both attitude and linear velocities) are compared to Vicon motion capture ground truth measurements. The state estimation results are then presented for low and high velocities as well as the teleoperation results for flying the slave multirotor vehicle with and without inertial reference frame measurements. We also present results of wind velocity estimation.
It should be noted that for the drag force to IMU calibration, in order to minimize notational confusion, the accelerometer measurements used here areā =ā − β a 1 , where β a ∈ R 3 was defined in Section II-D as the bias estimated from the attitude observer in Filter 1. Given also the slow dynamics of the vehicle compared to the filter, we make the following necessary assumptionβ
1 is as close as one can get to the true acceleration of the vehicle. This is what distinguishes our work from previous work and gives us better results than the state of the art [25] , [26] , [29] , [31] , [32] , [44] .
A. Drag Calibration for BV Translational Velocities
The major calibration scheme required is for the drag coefficientc. Generally, there is an offset in the accelerometer measurement due to mass imbalance and from each power cycle. Hence, the drag force model (3) can be written to incorporate this offset say for the e 1 direction as
where a x off and a z off are the offsets in the accelerometer measurements. For ease of applying linear regression, this model is simplified toā
where¯ is the new offset. This gives rise to two types of calibration for the drag coefficient: offline and online. In the offline process, bothc and¯ are determined while the online case involves recalibrating to determine the mass imbalance and the new offset¯ that is as a result of β a , which occurs on each power cycle. This offset¯ is determined when inertial reference frame linear velocity measurements are available and at the start of every flight when inertial reference linear velocity measurement is available. This is done by commanding the vehicle to hover, i.e., V d = 0. Furthermore using GPS in an outdoor environment, we tested the first-order drag model along the e 1 axis to show that the linear model for accelerometer measurement to velocity holds even at in the quadratic model is small compared to the other drag terms described in [1] . These drag terms were lumped into a linear model, which we have defined to be a function ofc. Hence, even at higher velocities, the dominant drag forces are flapping and induced drag. It is important to note that the low R 2 goodness of fit values for Fig. 6 are as a result of noisy GPS inertial reference frame velocity measurements rotated into the body-fixed frame. This linear model is further verified by the high speed results obtained using GPS shown in Fig. 8 .
Using the obtained regression coefficients for the drag constant and offsets, the measurements of planar velocities of the vehicle in the body-fixed frame are obtained. With these measurements, the estimated attitude of the vehicle, and using barometer measurements along with Filter 0, the full body-fixed frame measured velocities are obtained. Fig. 7 shows the resulting computed velocities (red) and ground truth Vicon motion capture measurements (blue). From these results, one can conclude that the computed velocities match those of the ground truth and thus can be used as measurements for body-fixed frame linear velocities BV .
B. State Estimation Results
To show the effectiveness and accuracy of the estimated attitude and velocities, we compare our estimates to Vicon motion capture ground truth measurements. A comparison of the attitude estimates to the ground truth attitude is shown in Fig. 9(a) . From this, it is clear that there is negligible attitude error between Fig. 7 . Raw body-fixed frame velocity measurements using a strapdown IMU and barometer measurements (red). The true velocity (blue) is computed from Vicon position measurements. Fig. 8 . Filter outputs compared to ground truth for high-speed outdoor flight in almost zero wind velocity. Ground truth and estimated velocities expressed in the body-fixed frame. Blue is true GPS inertial reference velocity rotated into the body-fixed frame R A v. Red is estimated inertial rotated into the body-fixed frame using the filter rotation estimateR Av . Green is estimated body-fixed frame velocity BV .
the ground truth and the estimated attitude. It should be noted that the latent scaling u though its optimal value is 1, the time variations are as a result of errors between the measurements and estimated states. Given that the velocity measurements in the body-fixed frame came in at 200 Hz and with significantly very high noise implies that if one is to use the estimates in a controller, obtaining smooth velocity estimates are more important than minimizing the total error in the velocity estimates. The resulting estimates for velocities are shown in Fig. 9(b) . For the sake of clarity, the body-fixed frame velocity measurements are not shown. From the figure, it is clear that the discrepancy between the rotated 40 Hz Vicon inertial reference measurements (blue) and the 200 Hz estimated velocities rotated into the bodyfixed frame (red) and the body-fixed frame estimated velocities (green) is minimal. State estimation results for high speed using GPS are shown in Fig. 8 . A summary of the mean error and standard deviation of the errors is presented in Table IV . To Fig. 9 . Comparison of attitude and velocity estimates from proposed complementary filter structure for low speeds using Vicon as the reference system. (a) Estimated attitude (blue) compared with Vicon ground truth (red). One should note that the errors in the latent scaling u are as a result of high noise of the velocity measurements in {B}, which resulted in using low k v 1 gain. (b) Ground truth and estimated velocities expressed in the body-fixed frame. Blue is true inertial reference measurement rotated into the body-fixed frame R A v. Red is estimated inertial rotated into the body-fixed frame using the filter rotation estimateR Av . Green is estimated body-fixed frame velocity BV . In this experiment, the wind velocity is w = 0. show superiority of our filter, Table III compares the errors of the outputs from the proposed filter to the current state of the art.
To prove that our scheme can estimate wind velocity when inertial measurements are available, a set of four fans with streamers were placed (x ≈ 3.0) at the end opposite the vehicle's starting location and were turned ON while the vehicle was flown with closed-loop control in e 1 and e 2 directions, whereas the e 3 was manually controlled as shown in Fig. 10 . The flow field generated by the fans is highly turbulent and nonuniform. The results of the experiments for a total of 25 experimental runs are shown in Fig. 11 and mean and covariance summarized in Table IV . Though the flow was highly turbulent, our best attempt at obtaining the average velocity measurements using a Mastech ms6252b digital anemometer 4 in the longitudinal direction is also shown along with our estimated results. From these results, we can conclude that our scheme is able to esti- Furthermore, the computational efficiency expressed as a percentage of CPU usage of the proposed filter compared to other filters implemented on the PX4 stack firmware [53] is shown in Table IV . It is clear that the SO(3) filter is more computationally efficient than our proposed filter as it is implemented in quaternions. However, this filter only outputs attitude. Running this along with the local position filter to provide estimates of velocity and attitude results in a low computationally efficient filter combination than our proposed complementary filter. Furthermore, the EKF-based attitude and position filter is twice more computationally expensive than the proposed filter.
C. Teleoperation With and Without Inertial Reference Measurements
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the scheme presented, we teleoperated the vehicle in a Vicon motion capture arena and turned OFFthe Vicon motion measurements (from time t = 146 and t = 200) to simulate loss of inertial reference measurements. The results of the scheme working with and without Vicon inertial reference measurements are shown in Figs. 12 and 13. From Fig. 13 , the wind estimates, it is clear that the vehicle was teleoperated with and without (between t = 146 and t = 200) any inertial reference velocities. From these results, it is clear that the scheme works whether there is inertial reference velocity measurements or not and the entire observer-controller does not go unstable when inertial measurements become available in midair. A video 5 of one of the flight experiments is available online. 5 goo.gl/KNsuXE Fig. 12 . Teleoperation with and without Vicon inertial reference frame measurements. The Vicon measurements were turned OFF, i.e., k w 2 =ŵ = 0 between t = 146 and t = 200. (a) Velocity controller results further demonstrating the accuracy of the estimated body-fixed frame velocities to Vicon measurements. In the figures, the blue lines indicate the desired velocity set point, red is the estimated inertial reference velocity in the body-fixed frame, and black is the estimated body-fixed frame velocity using the drag model. (b) Force input and position response of haptic joystick. Red is scaled user input force, blue is joystick output force. 
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have formally presented our proposed coupled nonlinear complementary velocity aided attitude filter that ensures the availability of estimated body-fixed frame linear velocities under all circumstances. A drag force to accelerometer model along with strapdown barometer measurements are used to provide velocity measurements in the body-fixed frame while inertial reference frame sensors such as Vicon, GPS, vision and laser based INS provide linear velocity measurements in the inertial reference frame. Results were presented to show comparisons to ground truth Vicon and GPS measurements. Results were also presented to demonstrate the capability of the scheme to estimate the wind velocity when inertial measurements are available. To test the proposed scheme, an admittance configured bilateral teleoperation system was used in supervisory control of the vehicle. This allowed a human pilot to provide velocity set points derived from force inputs. These desired velocities were then tracked by an onboard locally exponentially stabilizing velocity controller. A performance comparison of the proposed filter to other filters and most recent techniques shows promising results in terms of computational efficiency and accuracy in estimating low and high linear velocities. As a future work, we will provide a full proof of the coupled filter and derive the quaternion version of the proposed filter, which will result in a further increase in the computational efficiency of the scheme.
